
He's A Mental Giant

Tech N9ne

he's a mental giant, that's what they say
he's a mental giant to those whom may say

oh..oh..oh..ohh.oh
hey! hey!

hey! i'm lookin' down on you niggaz
even though i'm 5'8? & 195 poundin' you niggaz

so tall i can't even hear any of the sound you deliver
me and my partners never see any of the hateful frowning you give us

cuz' we smile at the bitty braggin' wack rapper's
who happen to be the best at the gat master

but down to the simple fact here's a strap past to blast at ya
thats after, the gap put him in the casket, last chapta, that's laughter

half past moving fast but imagine a black dracula
smashin' 'em with a gat to, bust atcha

it went to my head as my first time
to be cocky, i'm just a giant when i burst ryme

my leg is humongous, is ya'll's verse mine?
stompin em out i can't stop my leg like robert cline

giant robot make u feel very low shaint
i am so hot in my skills there be propane

why i'm gonna squash 'em and kill every poor thang?
cuz i'm a huge ?pillberry dough man

he's a mental giant, that's what they say
he's a mental giant to those whom may say

oh..oh..oh..ohh.oh
hey! hey!

narsasistic, hard to grip it,
dark and wicked, arts prolific,

mars with the stars, this is far lifted,
lyrics quit the bar with it, bar scriptures are terrific

getta spitta witta bit of bitter marketing'
wit ya skrilla then a fifth of henny liquor, start to twist it

critics sit and shiver
in the slit of zillas

pit of killas grittas hittas
click of silly niggas are ficticous

on top of the game
im dropping the rain
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godly gifted
hop in your lane

and stoppin your fame
bark is vicious

you got bars to witness
yall submissive

when i get your brain your thoughts is shifted
im incredible, highly technical nympho triumph, raw intricate

i need medical then more science, scar's n stitches
alphabetical gems blow by him, pause it a bit.

tech n9ne a mental giant!
he's a mental giant, that's what they say

he's a mental giant to those whom may say
oh..oh..oh..ohh.oh

hey! hey!
mentally i'm like shaq on stilts

strange music inc is white n black on build
for keeping' rap on tilt

like drinkin' patron and jack prone then yack on silk quilts
gotta fat dome that'll last long if that's where i'm skilled

giant, huge, humungous, gigantic, expanded
been floatin' for years and i ain't landed

haters can't stand it the way that my noggin's big as kansas
but the women that listnin' wanna know if i be talkin' bout my damn dick

he's a mental giant, that's what they say
he's a mental giant to those whom may say

oh..oh..oh..ohh.oh
hey! hey!
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